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CHARLESTON AIR FORCE BASE 

The following letter is being circulated by a group of concerned 
general aviation pilots in the Charleston area: 

THE FACTS REGARDING THE OPERATION OF THE CHARLESTON MUNICIPAL AIRPORT 
UNDER THE JOINT USE AGREEMENT 

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force has demanded that 
the City of Charleston collect landing fees from general aviation 
aircraft and that all general aviation aircraft under 20,000 pounds 
be excluded from the Charleston Municipal Airport. These demands are 
in direct violation of the Joint-Use Agreement between the City of 
Charleston and the United States Government that was approved by the 
City Council of Charleston in November, 1955. In considering this 
unreasonable demand that is in conflict with the existing Joint-Use 
Agreement consideration should be given to the following facts. 

AGREEMENT AND INTENT 

The citizens of Charleston were guaranteed the use of the 
Charleston Airport under the terms of the Joint-Use Agreement in 
return for an outright gift being made by the City of Charleston to 
the U. S. Air Force of its airport and runways. 

The Joint-Use Agreement is a part of the deed of the airport 
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property conveyed to the United States Government. 
The Joint-Use of the Charleston Airport has been working smoothly 

since 1952. 
Mayor Wm. MeG. Morrison assured City Council and the public that 

the citizens of Charleston and civil aviation including general aviation 
were fully and adequately protected under the terms and intent of 
the Joint-Use Agreement. 

Congressman L. "(1endel Rivers wrote Mayor Morrison reassuring 
Mayor i1orrison and the citizens of Charleston that civil aviation would 
not be excluded from this airport except in time of war or until 
adequate alternate facilities were in being. 

The U. s. Air Force represented by Col. John Ewbank wrote Mayor 
Morrison confirming t hat civil aircraft had the full right of use of 
the Charleston Airport under the terms of the Joint-Use Agreement. 

LANDI'JG FEES 

The Joint-Use Agreement guarantees that all civil aircraft 
including general aviation and the airlines continuity of operating 
privileges at the Charleston Airport. 

The charging of landing fees to general aviation aircraft is 
highly unusual and is done only in rare instances. 

Historically, the airlines pay landing fees. 
General aviation pays its share of the user costs by other means. 
Five cents federal and local tax is charged on all general 

aviation gas at Charleston whereas no tax is applied to airline jet 
fuel. 

The present tvashington adm'inistration is proposing to increase 
the general aviation user tax to nine cents per gallon at this time. 

The airlines do not pay this tax. 
Landing fees for general aviation are generally considered to 

be harassment in nature. 
The Joint-Use Agreement never anticipated that landing fees 

would be collected from general aviation aircraft. 
An Air Force spokesman was quoted in the Evening Post of 

November 15, 1969, as saying that the Air Force "did not need inc-reased 
receipts to meet operational and maintenance costs." 

The Air Force plans to put landing fees in effect on l January 1970. 

CONGESTION AND SAFETY 

The Charleston Airport is not a congested airport. 
Experts, including the Chief Tower Operator, estimate that the 

Charleston Airport is being used between 33 and 50 per cent of its 
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CECIL BOONE 
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BOONE FLYING SERVICE 

Cecil o. Boone, formerly 
of Bennettsville, is now operatj 
Boone Flying Service at the 
Cheraw Municipal Airport. Ceci~ 

began operation at Rowe Field 
in Bennettsvil le shortly after 
the death of Buste r Rowe and 
over a period of f our years.bui: 
up an exce l lent r eputation in 
the area. 

Boone Flying Service has 
t he followi ng services avail ablt 
at Cheraw: flight instruction, 
aircraft rental, charter, tie 
downs and 80-100 octane fuel. 

Cecil always has the 11 Red 
Carpet" out, so stop in and 
visit with him at his new loca
tion . 

SOUTH CAROLINA AERIAL APPLICATORS 

Shown above are members of the South Carolina Aerial Applicators 
Association who attended the Southern Regional Pesticide School which 
was held at Florence on November 18-19. In addition to attending 
the school, the group has an opportunity to view static and aerial 
demonstrations of the latest types of agricultural aircraft. The 
school was conducted at the Florence Darlington Technical Education 
Center and was sponsored by the Clemson University Extension Service. 
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Department- oF Transportation 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMIN1STRATION 

VFR PILOT EXAM-O-GRAM• NO. 43 

The Federal Aviation Administration is constantly striving to improve its service to the public. This 
Exam-0-Gram describes Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) which has improved Air 
Traffic Controller effectiveness and relieved radio frequency congestion in many terminal areas. 
Because ATIS contributes to safety, FAA written tests may include questions on this subject. 

WHAT IS ATIS? The continuous broadcast of recorded non-control information in selected high
activity terminal areas. It relieves frequency congestion by automating the repetitive transmission of 
routine but essential information on frequencies other than those normally used for airport traffic 
control. This service is presently being provided at approximately 60 FAA tower-controlled airports. 

WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION IS PROVIDED BY ATIS? Sky condition, visibility, wind, altimeter 
setting, instrument approach, and runway/ sin use are continuously broadcast for the designated air
port. NOTAMS, Airman Advisories, or other information pertinent to the airport will be included as 
appropriate. 

HOW ARE ATIS BROADCASTS RECEIVED? By tuning to the appropriate frequency published on the 
sectional charts or in the Airport/ Facility Directory of the Airman's Information Manual as depicted 
above. This is usually the frequency of the VOR/VORTAC, ILS, or VOT serving the terminal airport. 
However, in some cases, the broadcast may be made on a VHF tower frequency designated for this 
purpose only. ATIS broadcasts on VOR/VORTAC facilities may be interrupted by the FSS to reply to 
frequency limited aircraft if necessary. 

WHEN SHOULD THE A TIS BROADCASTS BE UTILIZED? Prior to requesting taxi clearance by 
departing aircraft and prior to reporting to the tower by arriving aircraft. 

IS ATIS DESIGNED PRIMARILY FOR THE IFR P:Imr? No! The information broadcast is applicable 
to all departing and arriving aircraft, VFR as well as IFR. 

DOES THE ATIS BROADCAST CONSTITUTE A CLEARANCE TO TAXI FOR TAKEOFF OR A 
CLEARANCE TO LAND? No! Since only routine information is contained in these broadcasts, ATC 
clearances to taxi, take off, or land must be issued separately to the individual aircraft by the 
appropriate controller on the appropriate frequency. 

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF ATIS OVER THE LONG-STANDING METHOD OF INDIVIDUAL 
INSTRUCTIONS? There are three distinct advantages: First, extensive utilization of A TIS by pilots 
will greatly reduce the congestion on tower and ground control frequencies, and the routine workload 
on the controllers. This will allow the controllers to devote more time to the specific control of 
arriving and departing aircraft; second, the A TIS broadcast contains more information than the normal 
tower or ground control instructions for taxi, takeoff, or landing (i.e., weather, NOTAMS, etc.); and 
third, the pilot can receive this information when cockpit duties are least pressing and listen to as 
many repeats: as: desired. (This shoulp. be a greatboorr to stl.r.denrpilots or pilots who operate 
infrequently at tower controlled airports-. ) 
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WHAT DOES A TYPICAL ATIS BROADCAST SOUND LIKE? Sample broadcast--" .. TillS IS TULSA 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT INFORMATION ECHO. FOUR THOUSAND SCATTERED, VISIDILITY SIX, 
HAZE, WIND ONE FIVE ZERO DEGREES AT ONE THREE. TEMPERATURE EIGHT ONE, DEWPOINT 
SIX FOUR. ALTIMETER TWO NINER EIGHT NINER. I L S RUNWAY ONE SEVEN LEFT IN USE. 
LANDING AND DEPARTURE RUNWAYS ONE SEVEN LEFT AND ONE SEVEN RIGHT. NOTAM, RUN
WAY ONE TWO, THREE ZERO CLOSED TO ALL OPERATIONS. INFORM TULSA APPROACH 
CONTROL, TOWER, OR' GROUND CONTROL ON INITIAL CONTACT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED 
INFORMATION ECHO .• " 

WHAT ARE THE SPECIFIC PROCEDURES FOR UTILIZING ATIS BROADCASTS? The broadcast should 
be monitored prior td requesting taxi clearance or prior to requesting landing clearance. Arriving 
aircraft should monitor the broadcast well in advance of entering the Airport Traffic Area. (This is 
the airspace with a horizontal radius of 5 statute miles from the center of the airport and extending 
from ~he surface up to but not including 2, 000 feet above the surface.) Each ATIS broadcast will carry 
an identifying phonetic alphabet code word (Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, etc.). This code word is impor
tant. After receiving the ATIS broadcast, the pilot, on initial contact with ground control, tower, or 
approach control, should state he has the information and repeat the specific code word. Example --
". • TULSA GROUND CONTROL, THIS IS BEECHCRAFT SEVEN FOUR SIX FOUR CHARLIE. ON 
TERMINAL RAMP, READY TO TAXI, V F R TO OKLAHOMA CITY. I HAVE RECEIVED INFORMA
TION ECHO. OVER . • " 

HOW OFTEN ARE ATIS BROADCASTS CHANGED? They are normally updated hourly. However, 
they will be updated more frequently should a significant change occur in the information. Each time 
the message is updated, the next phonetic alphabet code word will be used. 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN PILOTS REQUEST CLEARANCE WITHOUT 
ACKNOWLEDGING RECEIPT OF THE ATIS BROADCAST OR 
ACKNOWLEDGE BY A CODE WORD WHICH IS NOT CURRENT? In 
either case the controller will issue the normal taxi or landing 
information. 

ATIS IS A VALUABLE SERVICE. ALL PILOTS ARE 
ENCOURAGED TO USE IT EXTENSIVELY. 

SIGMETS AND ADVISORIES 

Northeastern and north central U.S. will participate in a test of modified 
procedures for in-flight Weather Advisories from November 1, 1969 to May 1, 1970. 
Under this test program, Advisories and Sigmets will only be issued when a 
hazardous weather situation is not covered by an area forecast. This will .aan 
fewer Sigmets and Advisories in the test area than in the remainder of the u.s. 
where Sigmets and Advisories are issued for all hazardous situations. The test 
area includes eastern N.C., Virginia northward and westward through North Central 
Unitad States. 

NEW EXAMINER 

Warren E. Guinn or Thermal Belt Air Service has been designated as Pilot Examiner 
by the FAA.. warren: is tbe manager of Thermal Belt Air Service at the Greenville 
Downtown Airport. He is available 7 days a week and can give check rides on 
o~ day's notice. Appointments can be made in person or by calling 242-3333. 

GEORGETOWN AIRPORT 

Harry Weinberg, president of Georgetown and Western Flying Service, has 
announced that he will have jet fuel available beginning December 1, 1969. 
Harry is to ba congratulated on his continued efforts to improve general 
aviat.:ion servicea at Georgetown. 
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EAGlE AVIATION 

Michael L. Laughlin (right), President of Eagle Aviation--
shown here with William F. Quinby, Vice President and General Manager 
of Eagle, and Edward C. LaBrecque, President of International Sky 
Cab Airlines, Inc. -- signs an agreement making Eagle the exclusive 
Sky Cab licensee in South Carolina. Laughlin, 25, is also the 
youngest State Senator in South Carolina and the nation. As Eagle 
president, he directs the operational and administrative activities 
of some 35 employees and a fleet of equipment. 

Effective January 1, 1970, Eagle Aviation, Inc. of Columbia, 
South Carolina, will become part of International Sky Cab Airlines, 
Inc. -- a growing network of scheduled commuter airlines. 

Eagle Aviation currently provides charter service, primarily 
throughout the U.S., from Columbia, Aiken and Greenville, S.C. In 
addition, Senator Laughlin is President of VIP Industries which is 
currently comprised of 25 fixed-base franchises throughout the 
South servicing aircraft and providing uniform, quality service to 
the pilot. Under the Sky Cab banner, Eagle will initially fly four 
round trips daily between Columbia and Raleigh/Durham Airport. 
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capacity. 
The local military air traffic was 400 per cent greater in 1959 

than it was in 1968. i.e. 88,000 movements in 1959 compared to 22,0()( 
movements in 1968. 

The total air traffic at the Charleston Airport has declined 
33 l/3 per cent in the past 10 years. 

The military aircraft movements at Charleston will decline even 
further with the arrival of the C-5. 

Safety at the Charleston Airport is not compromised by the use 
of this airport by general aviation. 

The excellent NAV-AID and radar controls at the Charleston 
Airport render maximum safety for all aircraft using this airport. 

The Charleston Airport is not a saturated airport. 

CIVIL AVIATION 

The scheduled airlines of America carried 130 million passengers 
in 1968. 

General aviation carried 129 million passengers in 1968. 
General aviation complements the airlines by picking up and 

delivering passengers of the scheduled airlines. 
At a rre tropoli tan airport one air line received i n one month 

30,000 passengers from general aviation. 
Air transportation, including general aviation, is vital to the 

full development of commerce and the community of Charleston. 

VALIDITY OF AGREEMENT 

If the Air Force can successfully violate the terms of the 
Joint-Use Agreement which was executed in good faith, what assurance 
can be given the city that the airlines will not be moved or restricu 

This same consideration should be given by the City before a 
multi-millon dollar investment is made in a new tenninal structure 
at the Charleston Airport. 

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force has stated on 
a number of occasions that he is reflecting Air Force policy with 
regard to changing the Joint-Use Agreement at Charleston. It is 
suggested that all other Joint-Use Agreements are irrelevant to the 
Charleston situation. 

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR REFRESHER 

The AOPA Air Safety Foundation will conduct an Instructor Refresh 
Course December 16-18 at Orlando, Florida. Contact Jim Stargel, AOPA 
P.O. Box 5800, Washington, D.C. 20014. 
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